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ABSTRACT
R software is considered software in which various available functions make it possible to
conduct extensive statistical calculations. Genetic algorithm is a method through which we
search for approximate solution in optimization. This article aims at evaluating the functions
existed in the R software which are employed for approximate solution in optimization. As a
result, there has been produced least squares by usual methods for linear and non-linear
models through genetic algorithm in this research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The R software and its package conducts a broad range of statistical and graph models such as
linear and non-linear models, classic statistical tests, analysis of time series, clustering, etc.
The R software has been simply developed through the expansion of functions presented as
packages. Most of the standard functions of the R software have been written according to a
certain algorithm in the software which makes it easier to employ for its users.
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1.1. Least Squares
Least squares are defined as a set which minimizes the erroneous squares produced in every
equation to aim at fixing the parameters of a function to an optimal model to fit the data. The
data consist of points ( , ), = 1, 2, … , in which is the independent variable and
is the dependent variable which their quantities are obtained through observation. The
function model is in the form of ( , ) in which the adjustable parameters are located in
the vector. The aim is to find the best parameter quantities to fit the data for the model. In the
least ideal squares, the sum of the remaining squares is the least.
=
The meaning of the remaining squares is the difference between the observed data with the
quantity obtained from the model. = − ( , )
This is an example of straight linear model in two dimensions, with the width from the origin
and the slope . Its function appears to be as ( , ) = + .
The data point may consist of more than one independent variable. In more general cases, there
might be one or more independent variables or one or more dependent variables in every data
point.
1.2. Genetic Algorithm
In genetic algorithm, the population of candidate solution (individual names, creatures or
phenotype) related to optimization has evolved toward better solutions. Each individual from
the population has sets of attribute (chromosomes or the effect of genotype) than can mutate
and alternate. Tradihonally, an individual in binary is shown a string of zeros and one,
however, other coding is also possible. Usually evolution is derived from a population
randomly and the process of recurrence in the population in every repetition is called
generation. In every generation the ability to live of each individual is usually the extent of the
target function in the solvation of optimization. Suitable people are randomly selected from
the present population and the genome of that modified person (combination and probably
accidental mutation) and the new generation is thus produced this new generation is the
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candidate solution which is used in the next repetition of this algorithm normally, the
algorithm is finished when it has reproduced the maximum number of generation with the
ability to live has reached a satisfactory level for the population
1.3. The purpose of the article
The problem of finding the least estimator for erroneous square is directly calculated by the
available formulas and the technical texts.
However these models are such that it is impossible to indicate the final formula for
estimators so, we have recourse to number analysis. This will lead to find the optimized
estimator. To examine the power of this algorithm, first we study the linear models in which
linear estimator are defined. This comparison is done through two and lm function that
appeared in details in part 2. According to that we will see in part 3, we will consider a
non-linear model and we conduct the comparison by the two and .
2. SIMPEL LINEAR MODELS
Consider the following linear model:= 4 + 8 + ; = 1, 2, … , .
where for = 1, 2, … , , ~ (0, 25). Now, by changing the size of sample, we compare the
accuracy of the estimation of the linear model through the two least methods of erroneous
squares and genetic algorithm. Certainly, every time that the program runs, the result related
to the number changed. In some cases, the genetic algorithm operates better than the least
erroneous squares.
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Table 1. Results of fitting the simulated model of y = 4 + 8x on the basis of the two methods
of least erroneous squares and genetic algorithm
n 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
GA 6.709 1.203 8.170 8.267 3.561 9.333 3.460 4.384 7.794 3.722





















LS 6.728 1.130 8.138 8.423 3.547 9.736 3.462 4.396 7.552 3.712





















In this part, five outlayer data are added to the data set of table 1. The results will be
considered again in table 2.
Table 2. Results of fitting the simulated model of y = 4 + 8x in the presence of five outlayer
data based on the two methods of least erroneous square and genetic algorithm
n 100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10
G
A
9.864 9.744 9.928 9.924 9.991 9.901 9.761 9.662 9.989 9.944































































Consider the following nonlinear model:= 251 + exp (−2 ) + ; = 1, 2, … ,
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where for = 1, 2, … , , ~ (0,25). We will change the size of the sample as in table 3. In
all the cause, the least square method has operated better in non-linear method than the genetic
method. Table 4 is the study of non-linear model with five outlayer data.
Table 3: The result of fitting of the simulated model 25/y = 1 + exp(−2x) + e on the basis of
the two, least erroneous square and genetic algorithm methods.






















































































0.017 0.008 0.010 0.013
3
0.025 0.005
Table 4: The result of fitting of the simulated model / = + (− ) + on the basis
of the two, least erroneous squares and genetic algorithm methods, with the presence of five
outlayer data.
































































































0.043 0.077 0.006 0.067 0.019 0.013 0.073 0.087 0.016 0.044
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4. CONCLUSION
As we have observed, in the linear model of erroneous square, in the least squares and in genetic
algorithm in the linear method, almost the same results have been achieved without the
presence of outlayer points. With the presence of 5% of data of outlayer points, however, there
is no significant difference between the mean of erroneous square in the method of the least
squares and the genetic algorithm, the mean of erroneous squares in the least squares is less
which by increasing the data these amounts of means will become less. In non-linear model,
without the presence of outlayer data, the mean for erroneous squares in the least squares is less,
but with the 5% out layer data, the mean for erroneous squares is more different in the least
squares and operates better than genetic algorithm.
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